INTERPRETATION OF SEX.

II.

Are men and women happy? In the vast majority of cases—no. They are not even "happy on the whole." They are merely content, or, rather, without articulate reasons for discontent. Yet, though happiness is not our "being's end and aim," its widespread absence is a serious matter. Happiness is a thing by the way; it is not an essential thing, but it is an indicator influenced by essential things. Happiness is the pervasive effect of joy experienced, or of the known presence of the capacity and opportunity for joy. It is the overspill from joy, and it is a matter for astonishment how far even remote joy proves effective. The essential thing is joy, again not as an end, but as the invariable concomitant of vital forces in liberation. Joy is a kind of thanks which the Spirit of Life pays to the individual, which has enabled its forces to come into play. This life principle never remains in debt to the individual for the conscious summoning together of the psychic forces which are life. It pays in pure joy. Thus passion—which is just this summoning together of psychic force—is always co-existent with joy. Now, although joy is not a conscious end in life, even when its value is known, it is a tremendous factor for the evolution of life, more than equal in force, an prior in precedence, to that satisfaction which proved sufficient to lure the sub-human race up to the level of the human. Hence, what sex was up to the fringe of the human, passion is to the limits of the super-human. What the lure will be in the super-super-human, human mind totally fails to apprehend. But swinging now midway between human and superhuman, we can have intuitive knowledge of the human as we have biological knowledge of the sub-human. What, then, are the new features which stand out from the sublimation of animal sex into human passion? As all passion is alike in its main effect of bringing the vital principle into play, to describe the attributes of passion in one sphere is tantamount to a description of it in any other. The greatest difficulty in connection with the elucidating of questions in the sphere of passion, as indeed in any sphere of psychological inquiry, lies in the ambiguous use of terms. We get bound up in mere word-spinning, and consequently get landed anywhere and nowhere. We, therefore, choose to describe an experience and label it passion, and in speaking henceforward of passion roused by no matter what cause, we shall in main features mean phenomena with characteristics such as we describe. The case described relates to an incident which arose in connection with the woman's movement, and no one, we think, will dispute that this movement in its main aspects is animated by passion: A feminist rebel, who vouches for the accuracy of the experience was arrested in connection with circumstances, the leading up to which had involved moral decisions sufficiently serious as to involve the risks of life and death in regard to other persons. These decisions were arrived at alone, and involved individual responsibility. In the consequent trial, this individual responsibility was accepted with a clear consciousness as to what it implied. In prison, passive resistance to prison routine led to collision with officials, which naturally led to rough handling. Food was refused, but actual lack of food had not gone far enough to account in any way for the
subsequent mental phenomena, which were as follows: Shut up for the night in the cell, suffering acute physical pain, with the quiet came an extraordinary sense of "spirit" expansion. The sensation of increased size was the first marked, but this was followed by the sensation of unlimited power. There was, too, a conscious sense of lightness of weight, and a distinct "seeing" of the atmosphere in vibration. The whole was suffused with the consciousness of calm, radiant, abiding joy. The entire space seemed packed by a long cannot be stated, but it was extended enough to appear "long." It was extended enough for the mind to be able to move round in it, and get its bearings. How it disappeared is not now clear to memory, but for shorter periods it returned on the following days. It seemed, however, that the violent head-aches which the hunger-strike developed were later too acute to allow the experience adequately to fix itself.

The incident described, although arising from passion inspired by a Cause, is not in our opinion in any essential feature different from what might be inspired by human "love." It has, indeed, features sufficiently suggest similarities with the exaltation of momentary semi-physical sex-experience. The chief difference would lie in the prolongation of time length of the experience given, as compared with that of sex. This prolongation not only allows of the character of the experience being "fixed" mentally; it allows for an accumulation of force of impression, which permits of the experience being recalled in memory, and reverted to for reconfirmation. This is not the case with sex as commonly experienced on a semi-physical basis. The body defeats the experience, as one naturally might expect. The acutest bodily sensation realised, there is nothing left over to experience in the region of the physical. Its next stage must be found in the mental, and the mental cannot be reached through the physical. The mental can include the physical, but the physical cannot include the mental, and it is the prolongation of mental experience which is desired, even as low down in the scale of human sex-passion as we find it in the "born" prostitute type. The physical is a prison to sense, even with those who make their ultimate appeals through it.

It is, therefore, our belief that passion is the first necessity of human life as opposed to the sub-human. It is only in passion (of one kind and another—the various kinds are, doubtless, inter-changeable) that the conscious vital forces can get their full opportunity of action, and when opportunity fails them they work mischief by over-charging the physical. A passion represents a directed vital force, and these forces undirected, are as dangerous as live wires would be left lying haphazard. In the sphere of sex passion alone the lack of direction accounts for the mass of perversion which increase in variety and extent as civilisation advances. In our belief, men and women, from the beginning of adolescence to extreme old age, are liable to perversion, to lust, or to a deadening level of ease at every stage which finds them bereft of passion. Especially is this so among the more strongly vitalised. Only in the interval when one is regathering one's forces together after the waning of passion is one not only free, but made conscious. If, for instance, we are going to say that elderly people should more fittingly have done with passion, we must expect to find many strange twists in emotional expression, for when passion is done, life is done, and not all old people are waiting for their coffins.

Leaving the consideration of passion in general, and coming down to sexual passion, after having granted that the physical desire which was the whole of sex in the sub-human sphere, and which will be eliminated in the sub-human, moreover, we have only in the form of a remnant in the human—we are brought face to face with the question whether the vital principle which is working upwards will have anything in an increasing sense to borrow from the realm of sex. Obviously, it will have proportionately less to borrow from the more complex, if it have anything to make use of from sex as a passion; or is it as a contemporary journal this week expresses it: "Balcony scenes, bedrooms; after bedrooms, babies; after babies only a gynaecologist dare say what." We think the promulgator of the sentiment is wrong both as to tendency and fact. We waive the right to say even unpleasantly wrong. The vital principle is only just beginning to make use of sex passion. What a Beatrice effected, for instance, for a Dante, men and women are just beginning to divine. In the first place, the selection involved in sex passion implies that one spirit has found another of sufficiently wide range to make heightened understanding possible. It becomes possible for each of two to project into the kindred but variant mind qualities of the other, those qualities desired but known to be missing in the individual self; to project also those qualities, not missing, but barely nascent; in short, the highest possible in the conception of oneself is projected into an atmosphere which heightens their worth; in this atmosphere they are loved, and so made, by adoption, one's own. Thus passion returns to us the image of our own qualities made perfect, together with the qualities we would have desired for ourselves could we have chosen. Sexual passion in this respect indeed fulfils the service of a nearer deity; even as we more remotely make our god the highest we can conceive, in passion we create for ourselves a more intimate divinity.

So Beatrice served for Dante. The more perfect this projection, the more alien does passion become to the call of the physical. Not because it chooses to forego the physical, but because its joys are intense and more lasting—such joys as we can conceive before we select a force which, being overthrown in the physical, can carry us on beyond its threshold. Moreover, emotions which arise from sexual passion are responsible for that aspect of spiritual growth which we may call other-mindedness, and which is behind the little understood, though widely practised, principles of chivalry and self-sacrifice. The intense passion, with its implied concentration and sympathy with one, quickens attention and sympathy with all. More than all, however, in thinking upon sex passion, we are led to consider the very mystery which lies in the heart of sex from its earliest beginnings, i.e., the need which life force appears to have of a duplication or multiplication of itself, to intensify its potentialities. The amalgamation of cells with group-cells prior to bifurcation found among the earliest forms of life finds an echo in the linking together of souls consequent from the spiritual loneliness of human lives. So in the interknitting of two human souls there is an intensification of force which brings a quality different in degree and kind from either considered separately. That this force spends itself primarily on the begetting of human babies we do not believe, but discussion of that we leave to a further article.

(To be continued.)
HOW gentle Time is with our limited intellects. How little he cares to thrust his truths upon them. If they jib at unfamiliar truths, Time, like an indulgent nurse, removes them, and lets them return only after completing a wide circle round. But they do return. The return is as certain as their temporary eclipse. They are eclipsed indeed only that they may return more effectively in a later season. The ways of Time and the patience of Truth are insistently in our minds when we think of Browning and his message. The centenary of his birth, which we commemorate this week, fixes a landmark which invites us to look forward and backward in the light of his message. By the hundred, notices of Browning, and estimations of his work and influence, will at this time be made. Most of them, we venture to say, will speak of a work which Has Been, of an influence which has run down. We shall note with keen eyes those reviews which recognise in Browning a force whose work has not yet been utilised, and whose influence lies mainly in the future, and in the near future at that. Those who know Browning, and are not merely acquainted with him, and those who recognise the new forces in philosophic thought to-day, must of necessity see that the day of Browning is yet to come. The ignorance of vital methods which lay thick about the last century; the preoccupation with the material and consequent ignoring of the essential; the undue emphasis placed upon the value of physical law—these, happily, are passing. The new era dawns. No longer will Browning be as a Voice crying in the Wilderness. He will be the Sage. The most intrepid, dogged, skilful experimenter in the intuitive world, in an age of intuitive valuations, Browning will find the audience which, in the years of his human lifetime, he was too early for. Browning preceded Bergson; but Bergson makes Browning pertinent. Bergson says what might be done without diminution of scientific dignity. Browning throughout half a century—through an age of doubt, scepticism, and impatience—did it. Through close-packed volumes, he applied the intuitive method, with the insight of genius, the passion of a believer, the giant's strength of a great soul roused to defend its inner voices against its gainayers. But the winter of doubt is past; the springtime of belief is at hand. Bergson, like a schoolmaster, with pointer and blackboard, has made clear to slow understandings that their greatest achievement, their subtlest inductions and deductions, are less than the creative knowledge which has resided immanent in the sluggish depths of soul; projections of life into Being greater than the subtlest coordinations of results ready made from material lying created to hand. And who has pushed back the confines of life as Browning has? Standing on the common level, by thrust, strain, striving, swelling of sense—by that inflation of sense which is so rare that we yet have to coin the words to tell it in—Browning's wills embody a vision that man kind has never had a vision of greater and more wonderful than anything which has preceded it, or, indeed, followed it. The striving to attain this vision, and the nature of the vision when attained, accounts for the supposed difficulty and eccentricity of Browning's poems. With the prescience of "novel splendours" to burst forth, Browning follows his creation along the track of his wonder—every twist of the soul he follows, "watching to see some wonder momently grow out—all heaven meanwhile condensed into one eye, which fears to lose the wonder should it wink." Visions drawn forth at such cost to their creator are not then to be apprehended by the spectator from the outside, if approached in the spirit of the sentimental snippet-taster, who is a fair sample of those who "love poetry," the "lovers of beautiful" poetry, such as they find to their fill in, for instance, Tennyson's Idylls. Browning is difficult they say—difficult for all unable to sit at attention and watch the creation evolve under one's eyes. And so with Browning's lack of "beauty." What is beauty? The maid sallies forth from the kitchen wearing the "beautiful" garb the mistress would shudder to wear. And in inverse degree, there are those who see in Browning a beauty which far transcends the "beauty" which the less virile find in Swinburne, Arnold, or Tennyson. How, indeed, can people unable to apprehend not the vision of a strange new spiritual creation stand complete before their eyes, apprehend the beauty of that creation? No wonder Browning withdrew within himself and refused to parley with the popular crowd:

"Here's the work I hand, this scroll,
Yours to take or leave; as duly
Most remains, and the unproffered Soul."

No wonder he refused to explain himself while his work remained uncomprehended:

"Outside should suffice for evidence,
As who'd desires to penetrate
Deeper, must dive by the spirit-sense—
No optics like yours, at any rate!"

It is to be expected that the man whose powers of vision so out-topped the age should rapidly be out of fashion, even though his brilliance should encourage the spread of a cult among the intellectuals for a brief period. This sense that he would have to hide his time, that his meat was too strong for his age, finds evidence in his work.

"The poets pour us wine . . .
Open your cup; stark strength,
Meat for a man; and you eye the pulp . . .
... grumble: 'Good!'
For it swells resolve; breeds hardihood.
Despatch it then in a single gulp!'

So, down, with a wry face goes at length
The liquor; stuff for strength."

In "Paracelsus," for instance, the most pregnant poem in the English language, he shows knowledge of the faith of men who persist in work not understood of their fellows.

"... If I stoop
Into a dark tremendous sea of cloud,
It is but for a time; I press God's lamp
Close to my breast; its splendour, soon or late,
Will pierce the gloom; I shall emerge one day."

In our opinion, Browning will emerge sooner than even True Believers expected. It appears humanity has reached a stage when it is impossible to tolerate the domination of a mere mechanistic, logical interpretation of life for any length of time. Materialism can only hold sway as a mood. Time removes it as rapidly as the sun moves morning mists.

How far Browning was ahead of his contemporaries is shown by the following lines taken from "Charles Avison." These lines might be inserted...
into parts of Bergson's "Creative Evolution," without any appreciable lack of Germaneness. Speaking of Soul, he writes:

"You exact
An illustrative image? This may suit:
We see a work. The worker works behind,
Invisible himself. Suppose his act
Be to o'erarch a gulf; he digs, transports,
Shapes, and through enginery—all sizes, sorts,
Lays stone by stone until a floor compact
Proves our bridged causeway. So works Mind by stress
Of faculty, with loose facts, more or less,
Builds up our solid knowledge; all the same,
Underneath rolls what Mind may hide, not tame,
An element which works beyond our guess,
Soul, the unsounded sea—whose lift of surge,
Spite of all superstructure, lets emerge,
Builds up our solid knowledge; all the same,
Proves our bridged causeway. So works Mind by stress
The rest may reason and welcome: 'tis we musicians
bilities of his art.
the creative musician, and his "feel" for the possi-
ing gives utterance to the profoundest observation
poem referred to above, "Charles Avison," Brown-
has left so many a canvas, on which is painted
portraying it. But this is easily forgiven, welcomed
To the first prod of pick-axe at the hase
Of the unquarried mountain—what was all
Mind's varied process except natural,
Nay, easy, even, to deary, describe,
After our fashion? ' So worked Mind; its tribe
Of senses ministrant above, below,
Far, near, or happy long or ago
Brought to pass knowledge.' But soul's sea-drawn
Mind arrogates no mastery upon—
To dig up, drag forth, render smooth from rough
Mind arrogates no mastery upon—
Distinct indubitably. Has there gone
To dig up, drug forth, render smooth from rough
Mind's flooring—operosity enough?
Still the successive labour of each inch,
Who lists may learn: from the last turn of winch
That let the polished slab-stone find its place,
To the first prod of pick-axe at the hase
Of the unquarried mountain—what was all
Mind's varied process except natural,
Nay, easy, even, to deary, describe,
After our fashion? ' So worked Mind; its tribe
Of senses ministrant above, below,
Far, near, or happy long or ago
Brought to pass knowledge.' But soul's sea-drawn
Mind's flooring—operosity enough?
How we feel, hard and fast as what we know—
This were the prize and is the puzzle!—which
Music essays to solve.

It may be said this is philosophy as distinct from
poetry, that he is explaining the How, rather than
portraying it. But this is easily forgiven, welcomed
even as plain statement of doctrine in a poet who
has left so many a canvas, on which is painted
creative life, in the Act of Becoming. No poet
preats with so familiar a foot in the realms of
ecstasy.

"Ecstasy's utmost we clutch at the core," and
Browning does it in a multitude of ways. In "Abt
Vogler" ecstatic creation in Music is portrayed in
a poem of loftiest, unflagging beauty and exalta-
tion from beginning to end. It is, indeed, through
Music that Browning holds we have his best
medium of making vital force manifest; doubtless
because the medium is the least material and most
mobile; doubtless, too, exactly on this account is
Music the most evanescent in manifestation. In
the poem referred to above, "Charles Avison," Browning
gives utterance to the profoundest observation
on Music and its relation to kindred arts. It is, how-
ever, in "Abt Vogler" that he lays bare the soul of
the creative musician, and his "feel" for the possi-
"Here is the finger of God,
A flash of the will that can.

"The rest may reason and welcome: 'tis we musicians
know.

"Would it might tarry like his, the beautiful building of
This which my keys in a crowd pressed and import-
tuned to raise!
Ah, one and all, how they helped.
Up, the pinnacled glory reached, and the pride of my
soul was in sight.

In sight? Not half! for it seemed, it was certain, to
match man's birth,
Nature in turn conceived, obeying an impulse as I;
And the emulous heaven yearned down, made effort to
reach the earth,
As the earth had done her best, in my passion, to
scale the sky;
Novel splendours burst forth, grew familiar, and dwelt
with mine,
Not a point nor peak but found and fixed its wonder-
ing star;

Thus meditates Johannes Agricola.

In yet another, the sphere of social sympathy, we
get the most wonderful of all. In "Saul," after
David has poured his spirit through the strings of
his harp to recreate the soul of the King, he goes
out into the night
"I know not too well how I found my way home in the
night,
There were witnesses, cohorts about me, to left and to
right,
Angels, powers, the unuttered, unseen, the alive, the
awake,
I repressed, I got through them as hardly, as struggling
there.
As a runner beset by the populace famished for news—
Life or death. The whole earth was awakened, half
loosed with her crews;
And the stars of night beat with emotion, and tingled
and shot
Out in fire the strong pain of pent knowledge; but I
fainted not.
For the hand still impelled me at once and supported,
suppressed
All the tumult, and quenched it with quiet, and holy
behest,
Till the rapture was shut in itself, and the earth sank
to rest.
Anon at the dawn, all that trouble had withered from
earth...."

We have omitted the more obvious aspects of
Browning in order to emphasise that part of his
work which will lead to his early revival. The
part of him and his works which is of more general
interest we barely touch upon. What would the
eugenists have to say to his elopement with an
invalid, middle-aged woman? What would a
certain school of young men have to say to
his reverence for women, for love, for religion?
Just gape, we suppose, as they are gaping at
many unexpected modern phenomena. We
have only space to indicate the limitless
humanity of Browning; how it extended from the
mystic down to rogues. His picture-gallery of
rogues is enough to establish the authority of any
ordinary poet—yet in Browning they are tucked in
along with scores of equally brilliant essays—
Guido, Bishop Blougram, Mr. Sludge, the Medium,
and the rest. Of adverse criticism we have none.
To have the happy chance of finding Browning's
works in early youth, before it was possible to know
he was difficult, or obscure, or worse still, fashionable,
is to have had the opportunity of drawing the
best from them; so much so, that any "worse"
there may be, does not exist for us, however that
may be for others.
The Problem of Illegitimacy.

I.

"If it was clearly put before anyone, he could not seriously assert that to be 'virtue' which could only be practised at the expenses of another's vice."

—JAMES HINTON.

The Problem of Illegitimacy is threefold. There is the abstract moral question, whether it is right for women to bear illegitimate children. This is a barren inquiry; an Irish stew of Religion muddled inextricably with the second question—whether it is expedient for the State that illegitimate children should be born. There can be no doubt that, whatever may be the case in other countries, in England the consensus of opinion would be that Religion—none specified, because the generality of English people only recognise one, and that a vague, shadowy thing called Religion—decreed against it, and therefore it must be bad for the State. It is wicked, and therefore must not be talked about. If any case comes to our notice, we must hush it up. With public opinion so certain and determined, the third question is easily answered. Given the fact that illegitimate children are born, do we make the best of a bad business? Public opinion would reply, "We are too gentlemanly to talk about it; but we do all we can—we drive the sinner out." Exactly! But that is not all. The millionaires may wring their hands, the rich may declare it a lie, but there is, and perhaps there always must be, one law for the rich and one for the poor. And in saying that, I mean that law is overwhelmingly on the side of the rich. The Titanic is a ghastly record to this fact, and the Problem of Illegitimacy is but another example. Anyone who is economically independent can speculate in mistresses and children as easily as he can in the fashionable shares of the time. He is allowed to speculate in stocks and shares. And if his daughter, or anyone connected with him or in whom he is interested is careless or unfortunate enough to be about to bear a child, she goes to some quiet place where she is not known; a visit and a large fee are paid to the family solicitor, and subsequently some mute, inglorious country parson increases his income. Adultery, a vice of the poor, is a pastime for the rich. If further proof for this self-evident truth be required, it is to be found in the fact that so conventional a dramatist as Somerset Maugham wrote a play on this very subject. But our business is not with the rich: they have evolved a complete way of dealing with this problem for which we are seeking a solution. If you don't want to see a thing, it is not there. If your friends and neighbours do the extraordinary, cut them. If your children are wicked, "cut them off and cast them from you." There has grown up a complete ostracism for persons who are unusual in their sexual lives—unusual in the sense that they have been found out or have not been ashamed of the part they have played. And this ostracism is the crucial point of our problem, because it flourish entirely distinct from, and after the loss of, that which we are accustomed to believe the indispensable virtue of our sex—chastity. I cannot explain this; I can only say that it is so, that some of my most promising village girls have been the first to come to harm; and some of the best and most faithful servants I ever had have been girls who have fallen into shame, and who, had I not gone to the rescue and put them in the way to do well, would infallibly have become "fallen women."" ("A Woman's Thoughts About Women," 1858, p. 201.) Can anyone honestly deny this?

This Public Opinion of Morality, Religion, and Wickedness hits those classes hardest who are directly dependent upon the rich for their livelihood, and who perform must copy the shibboleths the rich set up and pretend to reverence; those classes who falsely call themselves "the Backbone of the Nation"—the Upper and Lower Middle Classes, who typify England in this that it is practically impossible to get new ideas into their heads. They are the National Sheep. They follow (very slowly) the progress started from above or below them. They are the people who believe that the triumph of England's greatness lies in the fact that she has "muddled through" so grandly! And they have evolved a complete way of dealing with this problem for which we are seeking a solution. If you don't want to see a thing, it is not there. If your friends and neighbours do the extraordinary, cut them. If your children are wicked, "cut them off and cast them from you." There has grown up a complete ostracism for persons who are unusual in their sexual lives—unusual in the sense that they have been found out or have not been ashamed of the part they have played. And this ostracism is the crucial point of our problem, because it
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embraces all those persons who, having had sexual intercourse and having to face the consequences, are least able to fend for themselves. These are true, we find another class who regard promiscuous are a special group, who are astounding biologically, the policy whereby we convert women of proved mically dependent.

Initial, it breeds the fear of discovery and indiscriminate methods of prevention. Do these latter fail and the fact be known, to satisfy the respectability of the class the ostracism is completed, the result being that, for every new soul born into the world, two at least are damned.

When a girl of this class finds that she is in danger and her whole chance in life is at stake, she is ready to take any means of prevention. Nor is she usually in possession of any special knowledge. Our girls are ignorant in their ignorance, ramble too ignorant in their innocence. She will use any kind of preventive, believing in every quack, regardless of her future health, and, in the event of these failing, will submit to an illegal operation. (It is so like the English nation to make a moral law that no unmarried girl shall have a child, and then pass an administrative one to make it a criminal offence if she takes steps to stop that child.) The result is usually extremely prejudicial to her health and to the health of her future children. But expense is incurred by this means; and if she and her man have—or as it is too often, she by herself—to go through with the child's birth, all the months when a woman most requires special rest, special quiet, and, in particular, special mental repose, will be spent in anxiety and fear. And, in passing, let me point out to those who believe vaguely that a "love child" is the finest type that can be born, that this is only true in so far as the atmosphere in which the potential mother spends her months of pregnancy is one of love and untroubled calm. And then a first child is very often not as fine a specimen as subsequent ones, from the fact that in undergoing such a tremendous adventure the mother is naturally anxious, and the child suffers accordingly. Unfortunately, Life is often hard upon this form of romance. Ostracism, then, is responsible for a poor type of child. But that is not all. In too many cases the girl has to keep herself, and it is mighty difficult to get a job without a character. You cannot bring babies up upon air. If the choice comes, is it to be wondered at if she sacrifices her baby? Your righteous officials, judges, and juries will condemn the Daisy Lords till this ostracism is broken down by Freemen and Freewomen. And is it not better for the mother to kill her own child than that there should be, every part of England to-day, men and women making a living by Baby Farming—that is, deliberately buying children and doing them to death either by starvation or actual violence. Those who are curious about this particular form of the dignity of labour can find a superabundance of evidence at the annals of the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, or in their little book, "The Baby Farmer." These are the results of our morality, of our carefully considered punishment by ostracism. Our virtue is paid for in this way; but the worst is to come. Ostracism is the policy whereby we convert women of proved capacity for childbirth into prostitutes.

William Foss.

(To be continued.)
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Two Poets.*

The last few days have seen the publication of two very interesting books of poems: "Moods, Songs, and Doggerels," by John Galsworthy, and "The Hill of Vision," by James Stephens. There is a serious fault common to both these books. There is too much God in them. When in doubt Mr. Galsworthy trims the tail of his poem with a neat and well-timed reference to God. And Mr. Stephens leaves one with the impression that God is an old gentleman who has in some official capacity full control over the agricultural conditions of Ireland, but often spends the day in Dublin. One expects this unconvincing familiarity with the divine in the pietistic poetry of Mr. Alfred Noyes, which is frankly designed for the vicarage, but not in the work of such honest men as Mr. Galsworthy or Mr. Stephens. In the case of the latter it is more inexplicable, for this is the distinctive vice of the Irish school. The other day, seeking light upon the subject of co-operative dairy-farming in Ireland, I turned to "Co-operation and Nationality," by Mr. George W. Russell, well known as a poet of the Celtic Renaissance under the initials A. E. In this agricultural discourse there was more about the Milky Way than about milk, and one could not see the cow for the mob of minor deities and spirits with which Mr. Russell peopled the pastoral districts of Ireland.

This inability to take God for granted is positively a sign of the lack of the religious sense. It is annoying, as though a lunatic should pull us by the sleeve and say—"That thing in the black cloth coat and trousers, with the black top-hat on its head, and black boots on its feet—that's a man, that is." William Blake was so accustomed to regard every leaf, every bird, as a direct manifestation of God that he never thought it worth mentioning, and so His name occurs quite infrequently in the verses that are more fully conscious of Him than any other.

But apart from this fault these two are poles asunder. Mr. Galsworthy's poetry is the outcome of effort, while Mr. Stephens' is the Act of God—to borrow a phrase from the terms of the Workmen's Compensation Act. For poetry is as natural and imperative a function of Mr. Stephens' being as breathing. You might hoist Mr. Stephens on to the chill peaks of an Arctic iceberg, or drop him into a coal-cellar, or make him a member of Parliament, but you could never stop him writing poetry. Reading "The Hill of Vision" is like looking on some stupendous manifestation of natural force, like Niagara.

But Mr. Galsworthy writes verses because, like all artists, he has a keen curiosity about the technique of his art to its most remote and unfamiliar developments. Other authors play with the baser manifestations of their craft, such as the detective story; but Mr. Galsworthy fastidiously keeps to the pure air of the uplands, even though the path be stony. It is such a working out of the prevention of the wild crime of Cruelty to Children, or in their little book, "The Baby Farmer." These are the results of our morality, of our carefully considered punishment by ostracism. Our virtue is paid for in this way; but the worst is to come. Ostracism is the policy whereby we convert women of proved capacity for childbirth into prostitutes.

William Foss.

(To be continued.)

* "Moods, Songs, and Doggerels." By John Galsworthy.

55. (Heinemann.)

"Insurrections." By James Stephens. 1s. (Maunsel and Co.)

"The Hill of Vision," By James Stephens. 3s. 6d. (Maunsel and Co.)
that scan and rhyme that he cannot bear to suppress any of these experiments. So bound in "Errantry," we find trivial and unlovely verses like he loses all decent respect for craftsmanship. Mr. Galsworthy of the silver style ought not to let the world read lines like these:—

"Are we the grieved buried deep in dear hearts—

the leavings of a night, in graduate—

—which sounds like a literal translation from the German. And the man who wrote "Fraternity" that masterpiece of economy in which not even the loveliest word was used for vanity alone, but had to help the book to the fulfilling of its artistic purpose, ought not to commit such pointless anecdotes as "On a Soldier's Funeral." This perfidy towards Art shows the blacker beside the passages where his tramps mourning over the gloom of the world, all speak truly and according to their nature. They speak beautifully with a young largeness of speech. When Tomas an Buile saw God

"He was not satisfied; His look was all dissatisfied. His beard swung in a wind far out of sight Behind the world's curve."

And the hair of the primeval woman, hunted over the hill,

"Swung far behind, Straight as a stream balanced upon the wind. O it was black, dipped In the dregs of midnight with a spark Caught from a star that smouldered in the dark." But these are from "Insurrections," a book published three years ago. There is a hopeful gulf between it and the book published to-day. Mr. Stephens was at that stage of immaturity when we dabble in the black waters of horror, because we are so full of health and joy that in reaction against ourselves we seek the gloomy. Mr. Stephens would not now, I think, write a poem about an old gentleman, apparently a widower in reduced circumstances, who hung himself on a bent willow, because the idea set forth in a poem called "Treason," which the gods call Mount Derision." His poems no longer treat each human being as a separate entity complete, but deal with universal types, the precious fragments of a precious scheme. He is building up his own world of imagination, in which, as Blake said, exist "the permanent realities of everything which we see reflected in this vegetable glass of nature." Already he has with the sprits of his own invention, a lonely God who plants in Eternity the seed of man so that—

"The topmost blossom of his growing, I Shall take unto Me, cherish and lift high Beside Myself upon My holy throne,"—

an old and haggard Satan sitting on a rusty throne, and restless, gleaming angels who scatter the poppy-seed in the corn. Now that Mr. Stephens has provided his world with a mythology, he must go forward and make a religion, and then a philosophy. At present the nearest he gets to a philosophy is the idea set forth in a poem called "Treason," which tells how a peasant sees a black brood of demons driven down from behind the moon on to a fair meadow where stand an assembly of radiant angels. He rushes on to fight for the angels, but finds them embracing the happy demons—

"I heard them plan Of time and space and man. And that to do each in a different way, And far apart, and when they'd meet again. Alas, we are betrayed! The devils are Black brothers of the gods." Beyond this conception of good and evil as friendly powers working harmoniously to lift man to the throne of God he has not yet travelled.

Mr. Galsworthy's maturer philosophy is expressed in the most beautiful poem in "Moods, Songs, and Doggerels," which retains in its verse the colour and swift strength of his prose. He
dreams that God comes to him and leads him out to a tall and lonely tree hung with ropes of yew-dark bough, then bids him confess his faith or die. So he speaks:

"I see two equal laws obey
One sovran, never captured Law—
For all this world would melt away
If Heart of Mystery we saw.
And first of these twin equal laws
Is that dynamic force which flows
In life—of every birth the cause—
That spirit force which cannot tire
Of frantischism, and keeps no tru. Nor ever rests from building spire,
And painting colours on the moth,
A quenchless flame that licks all air,
And wakes and drives the wandering star,
That dies with gold the maiden's hair,
And rives with frost the granite spar.
The second equal law is this:
Implicit deep in all increase
And stir of living things, there is
A nothingness, a fate of peace, ...
All forms upwelling have within
Their hearts a static decadence;
In utter stillness does the thin
Reverberation lose its sense;
Each revolution of each sphere,
Each sloop of every bird that flies
To its own stilly death draws near.
And there's between these laws the leap,
And drive, and stir of endless war; ...
Yet these two laws, so fixed apart,
As day and night, are brought to fold
Within that one and sovran Heart
Whose secret never shall be told. ...
That Sovran Heart is Harmony!
Its eyes unseen, its ways unknown.
'Tis utter Justice; boundless Sea
Of Unity; and Secret Throne
Of Love; a spirit Meeting Place
That Sovran Heart is Harmony!

The Sovran Heart of Harmony, that is the goal
to which all the human spirit makes its ways, whether it be the scientific or artistic or religious spirit. It has come about through the conditions of modern industrialism, which have overworked our motor centres and almost atrophied our sensory centres, that this ideal of Harmony, of the ultimate union and fusion of all the forces of the Universe, has come to be hated. People dislike the idea of peace, because the only peace they know is death. They like the competitive system, because it keeps the State in a ferment. They will let the scientist investigate only a part of life; they prefer to wander through the blackness of ignorance, stumbling against obstacles, because only by feeling pain can they realise that they are alive. That is why even the best of us have a brutish instinct towards a religion of violent repentances and renunciations, because those insensate excisions out of the lovely breathing body of Life.

While the crowd runs hither and thither in the sterile passion of Civil War, the artist stays at home guarding Life, like some loyalist who makes his humble house the treasure chest of the Crown jewels. Since Spenser wrote, how England has wandered into the houses of misery and vulgarity and slavery! Yet John Galsworthy inherits untarnished the gold of the spirit that wrote—

"Then gin I think on that which Nature sayd,
Of that same time when no more Change shall be,
But stedfast rest of all things, firmly stayd
Upon the pillers of Eteriety,
That is contrary to Mutabilitie;
For all that moveth doth in Change delight:
But those that rest eternall shall rest eternall:
With Him that is the God of Sabaoth high:
O! that great Sabaoth God, grant me that Sabaoth's sight.

REBECCA WEST.
The market was alive with movement and the sound of voices, and splashed with a hundred colours. The colours, the scents, even the bartering, for a moment filled him with a great desire. Could he not realise himself in this milieu? Could he not find some satisfaction in barter in the heart of a great city? It would be something to live amongst his fellows. The monotony of life experienced in a spot remote from larger communities would no longer be felt. His was an occupation ready to hand. Moreover, he was in the centre of intellectual life. London would prove a never-failing supply for his mental needs. If he could only start life in this simple way! If he had even a few shillings, like the fellows who were buying flowers at his side, and filling their barrows, what would he not give!

"Why, it's Mister Dick!"

He turned round and looked upon a painted face, such as he had turned from in disgust a hundred times in Piccadilly and elsewhere last night.

"Mister Dick, don't you know me?"

Mister Dick looked stupidly at the face before him.

"Martha Dawe! What brings you here? What are you doing here?"

"Mister Dick you look as though you were starvin'!"

He did not know what to say in reply. It seemed as if the sound of the word "starving" brought more vividly to conscience than ever the pangs of hunger. Yet how could he confess hunger to Martha Dawe? Martha Dawe had been long given up in that village in the West Country as a bad lot. She had deliberately left good service in Belgrave Square for another life—the life of the streets. So folks had said, and certainly she never came back to the village. Mister Dick was aware now that the gossip of the village was true. Martha Dawe stood before him a painted and gaudy thing like all the others.

"Martha," repeated Dick, somewhat solemnly, "what brings you here?"

"I'm buying flowers, Mister Dick. I always come here a' mornin's after—well, when I've got a bit. It so brings me back to the old country. But Mister Dick, you're hungry. I've an eye for such things now."

"I'm not," said Dick angrily, turning his back upon her.

Martha Dawe seized his arm and pressed half a sovereign into his hand.

"I couldn't a-bear to see you starvin', Mister Dick!"

The coin dropped out of his hand on to the ground. She picked it up and offered it to him. He shook his head, and tears welled in her eyes.

"Come along into Lockhart's, she urged. "It's the only place this time of the mornin'."

Some soft influence suffused his being, and he followed her.

"I ought not," he stammered.

"With life, oughts have nothing to do. I've learned that," she said. "Life is bigger than oughts."

He suddenly realised her wisdom, and did not hesitate.

"People who live by oughts have no hearts. We put oughts aside, keep our hearts, and live."

"I thought prostitutes bad people."

"They're made out so," she replied. "But at least we help one t'other along."

As he sipped his coffee his vision became clearer. He had learned his first lesson in unconventionalism, and incidentally started as a Covent Garden merchant.

CHARLES GRANVILLE.

“Talking About Shakespeare.”

So far as I know, no satisfactory reply has yet appeared to the argument, or rather, challenge, that since woman has never produced a genius in any way comparable to the great men of the world, she is, on the whole, inferior to man, and consequently on the whole better dispensed with in the affairs of State. That bumptious but astute philistine opportunist, F. E. Smith, in the course of a recent debate, made so bold as to declare that no woman had ever produced anything (barring children) of any real value to the world. Shakespeare was dragged in with the usual patronage, while trumpets were blown in honour of the sex which had apparently proved its capacity for government by its possession of so eminent and respectable an ornament. And no really adequate answer was forthcoming. The retort to the effect that F. E. Smith’s mother had certainly produced nothing of any value to the world if her efforts in that direction had been confined to the production of F. E. Smith, while undoubtedly true and quite pardonable under the circumstances, could hardly be considered the last word on the subject; the somewhat more sober query as to how many Shakespeares were to be found round a modern polling booth begged the question, if anything, still more blatantly. One was left with an uncomfortable feeling that a score had been registered against one. And yet I venture to say, in view of modern scientific revelations, that the question is one which Feminists can not only afford to meet, but might with advantage press home with a good deal of emphasis.

The idea of a Shakespeare at the polling booth
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suggests at once an interesting enquiry: How would the Bard, so situated, compare with his brother electors? In what frame of mind would he make "one of them" in their plans and conspiracies for the various questions at issue? I warn the Smithites that any attempt to deal with this side of the question will lead them to the sad discovery that Shakespeare in their hands is a boomerang, a decidedly dangerous—not to say, fatal—character.

I wonder, by the way, if Mr. F. E. Smith has ever attempted to get through a work of Shakespeare's since the unavoidable encounters of his school-days; I wonder how many of those who, like him, prate so glibly about the glory of his genius, are capable of an intelligent appreciation of it. . . . But let me have a moment. If Shakespeare were, let us imagine, to be a hundred years older, the Smithites' knowledge of Shakespeare is limited to a dim recollection of some dull and literally blank verse in an impossible dialect, coupled with a few rather obvious quotations for uncomplimentary conversation and for impressing womenfolk. Do not let it be imagined that I mean this by way of a reproach to these inestimable persons. On the contrary, it is about the only thing that can be said in their favour. It is true that

"The man that hath no music in himself, Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds, Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils: The motions of his spirit are dull as night, And his affections dark as Erebus:" but one reasonably dissent from Shakespeare when he adds:

"Let no such man be trusted."

But it would be unfair and uncharitable to blame a man simply because he hath no music in himself. A physiological incapacity to appreciate the delicate sentiments and phrases of the "swan of Avon" covers a multitude of sins. It is, to my mind, as worthy and justifiable a plea as insanity. And I am all for making our asylums as comfortable as may be practicable.

It is, however, unfortunate—not for my argument, but for Shakespeare's influence—that the man that hath no music in himself is, in fact, trusted, and trusted very considerably, by the people of this country. A man professing somewhat different views on most academic subjects, but of substantially the same calibre as the man Smith, and equally unmusical, is trusted by the people to the tune of the Premiership of the Realm; and I think Shakespeare would be disinclined to trust any single member of the present political gang, all of whom come notoriously within the category of the unmusical—to judge, at any rate, from the records of their public lives. It is a mere platitude to say that self-interest is the sole motive in our political system to-day—and self-interest, the part of the governors, but especially and most markedly on the part of the so-called governed. The candidates for Parliament will sink to any depth to catch the votes of the electors: the votes of the electors are caught by appealing to their greed and their personal interests. It is pretty evident that Shakespeare at his best would say of the modern lawmaker:

"Let no such man be trusted."

And this is the Shakespeare whom these very politicians vaunt in the faces of women who demand admission into politics on humanitarian grounds! Can anyone doubt that they do not understand Shakespeare? And not this alone: there is, in my opinion, a far deeper significance in the paradox. I submit, on what seem to me irre-futable grounds, that the reason the mass of men do not understand Shakespeare is this: he is not of the same sex. We have all heard the despairing admission that men cannot understand woman—that she is a mystery, an enigma, "beyond them." They do not understand Shakespeare for the same reason. Shakespeare is "beyond them" to precisely the same extent and in precisely the same way. So, if I may, I may appear to wander a moment outside my subject, is that other and even greater "male" genius, Jesus Christ.

I do not propose to enter into a detailed comparison of Shakespeare and Christ. I assert in all brevity that their deepest sentiments were substantially the same. It is a matter of intuition. Anyone who knows his Shakespeare and his New Testament—anyone, that is to say, with the necessary music in himself—is bound to come to the same conclusion. Besides, Frank Harris mentions it in his monumental "Women of Shakespeare," and Frank Harris' word on the subject is spiritual law.

No one will deny that women in general have always found a personal affinity in the figure of Christ—at least of all the unsympathetical, unmusical man. It is one of his most constant and most typical sneers. Nay, it is one of his strongest objections to Woman Suffrage (her capacity for recognising and appreciating genius is apparently even more daunting than her lack of genius in herself!). And the Art of Shakespeare, like the Art of Christ, has always found a reader following among women than among men. Art and religion are, indeed, fundamentally akin. The "artistic temperament," the capacity for emotion, is inextricably bound up with heroism, martyrdom, and the sympathy in general which is the root of all religion. Wilde, in serious mood, always insisted on the artistic side of Christ. To a corresponding degree, Shakespeare may be said to be fundamentally religious.

We must recognise the fact that the normal man—the "manly" man—is really incapable of religion—at least, of religion as understood by Christ and His followers. The "manly" man's religion at most is that of some survivors of the Titanic who, according to the account of one of them, passed the night on a raft reciting the Lord's Prayer—or so much of it as they could recall from childhood: it is a form of cowardice pure and simple. Fortunately, the purely "manly" man is a very rare phenomenon—as Weininger showed. Most men have at least a certain amount of womanliness in their composition. Manliness is only a convenient term for one of the two elements of which all human life is composed—so-called because it is the element infinitely more common in man than in woman. It is the element of hedonism. As soon as man stoops to unselfishness or heroism, he loses it—the womanly element in him gains the upper hand. The "manly" element in the man correspondingly preponderates among women—is sympathy: sympathy for all things living, sympathy, in particular, for the manly (generally misunderstood) by the weak.—I mean the manly woman's element. It is a form of self-sacrifice; and this self-sacrifice is as clearly at the root of the Soul of the universally recognised Mother-Soul as of the universally recognised Mother-Soul. Indeed, the close connection between these two (out of many) expressions of the womanly element has been admirably explained in a well-known passage in the first act of "Man and Superman."

The fact that creative Art appears to thrive best in the male frame does not in the least affect its
nature: it is womanliness, the element common to most of the female population of the world.

Remove the artist from the Smithian list of "male" genius and what remains? Is there, indeed, no such thing as a really male genius? I think we may find a very distinct form of it. Napoleon was undoubtedly a genius, a man of abnormal intellectual capacity—and there was nothing of the woman about him. He was completely "manly," wholly selfish—in war as well as in war. He had no concern for other people except as instruments for his own personal advantage. But he is, I find, a very rare instance of that "manly" genius appearing in a physical male—for, just as nothing of the woman about him. He was completely "manly," wholly selfish—in love as well as in war. He had no concern for other people except as instruments for his own personal advantage. But he is, I find, a very rare instance of that.

Napoleon was undoubtedly a genius, a man of poverty bred by the scramble that, in male frame, so manly genius may be observed chiefly among the "female of the species." The utterly and unscrupulously selfish never attained such dazzling heights as in the person of the "woman" Cleopatra. The Cleopatras throughout the ages have made history; their fame is as immortal as that of Christ and Shakespeare. They are the brilliantly manly—the nearest parallel we have to the womany genius of the artist. We may note in passing that these male geniuses, at least, have never accomplished anything of value to the world—that they have, on the contrary, wrought infinite harm and destruction.

Frank Harris has summed up Shakespeare's life and tragedy in a single sentence: "Hamlet in love with Cleopatra." Let us think for a moment what this implies. How clearly we can see the tortured soul of the Dane with its introspection, its music, grovelling in a blind obsession before a creature which every fibre of reason warns it is worthless and wanton. And does not this picture bring home to us uncontrovertibly the fact I am seeking to establish? Is it not the conventional idea of love between man and woman—only with the sexes reversed? What is Cleopatra but Don Juan—if anything, a little more so? What is Hamlet, in this position, but the Eternal Greek? As Harris points out, Shakespeare, like Jesus, has always been "gentle." Even Baconians are forced to admit this. There is an entire effusion of their school: "Francis Bacon wrote Shakespeare," the author, Mr. H. Crouch-Batchelor, takes care to emphasise the fact that Bacon was "almost feminine." How grotesque, after this, sound the facts as forged in the Smithy of political special pleading!

It is singularly unfortunate that Shakespeare did not himself realise the nature of his genius. Over and over again he dogmatises on the genus Cleopatra under the name of Woman. (Rudyard Kipling to-day is guilty of the same fallacy—he imagines himself a man, whereas, in fact, of course, it is his Vampires who represent the manly element in his work.) Of the tragic phenomenon of male inconstancy Shakespeare writes: "Frailty, thy name is Woman." On the most womanly of his characters, he reflects:—

"His life was gentle, and the elements So mixed in him that Nature might stand up And say to all the world: this was a man!"

The irony of it when we compare Brutus, who "...only in a general honest thought, And common good to all made one of them,” to another such outrage. What exactly the public could do—was not, I fancy, very clearly indicated. Indeed, the public had no remedy—save to tear the artist limb from limb—a deed of derring-do to which resort was not, I fancy, very clearly indicated. Indeed, the public had no remedy—save to tear the artist limb from limb—a deed of derring-do to which resort has not yet been made. Many exhibitions of caricatures have come from the same hands, nay, exhibitions of his works have been held, and the man who was to have been ostracised has become a cult. "Max" has become a household word, and if he does not circulate so widely as the Daily Mail, it is simply because of "The Eternal Womanly draws us upwards."* "Cartoons: The Second Childhood of John Bull." By Max Beerbohm. 21s. net. (Stephen Swift and Co.)

* "The Eternal Womanly draws us upwards."
the fault is with his publishers, who will not issue his caricatures at a half-penny.

The truth is that when the public recovered from the shock to its nerves occasioned by the publication of the "Twenty-five Gentlemen," it took rather kindly to a style of caricature to which it had not been accustomed. With "Max," we return to the age of Rowlandson and Gillray, of "Peter Pindar," and "Anthony Pasquin," but while the wit and audacity of these critics were retained, their grossness has been abandoned. We want to laugh, and "Max" makes us laugh. He is often a little unkind, sometimes he is cruel; but, perhaps for that very reason, we laugh not less heartily. At "Max's" last exhibition I have seen tears of joy streaming down the face of an eminent man of letters as he gazed at "The Centenary of Edward FitzGerald," under which runs the legend: "Mr. Clement Shorter: 'Here! Don't be standoffish, FitzGerald!' We literary men ought to stand shoulder to shoulder." I have seen a staunch Conservative delighting in "Mr. J. L. Garvin, giving the British public a genuine feeling of loyalty," and "Lord Lansdowne trying, with all the amenity of his kind, to understand just what Mr. H. G. Wells means about the barrenness of official politics." There can be no doubt a spice of malice makes the whole world kin.

"Max," having shown the absurdity of everybody who is everybody, from Mr. George Gосsmith, junior, to Lord Rosebery, has turned his attention from individuals, and in the present volume of cartoons pokes mordant fun at the nation. The result is admirable, and to the full as effective as anything the artist has ever done. There is nothing narrow in the issues brought forward, nothing political except in the broader sense, certainly nothing inspired by party spirit. "Max" holds a brief for England, but, none the less, does not spare the rod. He puts in the pillory the public taste in art and letters, and its determination to have its dramatic fare entirely simple. "Melpomene," an aged John Bull says to the two handmaidens, "you're dismissed. I ain't so young as I was, and that gloomy face of yours is more than I can stand about the 'ouse. Thalía, you can stay on. Not as 'ow I've been perfectly satisfied with you either, o' late. Don't let me 'ave to make any more complaints about you tryin' to get Ideas into your 'ead. You keep to your own station; or, I cautions you, you'll 'ave to go too, my girl." These sketches are in lighter vein, and amusing enough; but "Max" is at his best in this volume when he is serious, and serious enough he is for all his jester's cap. His cartoons designed at the time of the Boer War give one furiously to think. We have the "ideal" John Bull, with the look of a bulldog, saying, "I'm going to see this thing through"; on the next page we have the semile "real" John Bull, entirely ignorant and self-satisfied, convinced that the glorious traditions of the whole world are at his disposal. "Ah, well," he is mumbling, "but I ain't doin' so bad neither. There's Boney under lock an'key at St. Helena. An' Drake he have stopped that there Armada. An' Burgoyne's goin' to teach them Colonists a lesson. Just you wait. What I say is, 'Old England's old England still,' etc., etc., etc. The indifference, the carelessness, the conceit, the overweening self-confidence of John Bull, these are the themes of other cartoons. While the newspapers are writing that "the admiration and envy of the whole civilized world had been excited by the exemplary fortitude and self-control with which, during that dark week, the public received the news of the disasters (Colenso—Spion Kop)—a fortitude and self-control... no other nation," and so on, Max sees John Bull sleeping peacefully, unable to realise that not only the prestige, but the very life, of the Empire is at stake.

So, at last, we see "The Twentieth Century pressin' the English Rose between the pages of History." The lesson is needed: whether even "Max," who shows he can teach it, can make the nation learn, time alone can show. If the nation can be roused, if it is again to be strong, not only in war, but in the time of peace, when the fate of war is decided, perhaps the cartoon of "Darby and Joan at Dover Castle" might do it. Else when the next struggle for the existence of the Empire comes, perhaps "Max's" revised version of "St. George and the Dragon" may come true, and the Dragon make a mouthful of the Knight.

"The Second Childhood of John Bull" contains the caricaturist's most ambitious work, and it is throughout instinct with humour and informed by a clear insight into the truth of the state of things. It is presented in a worthy setting, in a handsome folio volume, which enables the cartoons to be reproduced in colour, to be given without reduction from the original size.

W. LEWIS MELVILLE.

The New Order.

II.—THE NEW LANDHOLDER: SOCIAL FREEDOM BY SECURITY OF SUBSISTENCE.

[..."The New Parliament: Social Reconstruction by Free Concert." To be followed by III.—"The New Money: Free Exchange between Free Organisers"; IV.—"The New Order: Free Production or Concerted Exchange"; V.—"New Maids for Old."...]

I. TENURES PAST AND PRESENT.

In considering land tenures and the actual conditions of their development, it is well to bear in mind that there are only a few possible alternatives, and that the races of men have everywhere oscillated between these, with many overlappings and interweavings. There may be individual use or common use, in whole or in part, a blend of the two being both feasible and frequent. The ruling factor may be climatic, or it may be the degree of security from invasion, and these again may alternate, both in time and place.

Since the dawn of history, among the varying forms of land tenure found jostling one another in the British Isles, and, indeed, throughout Western Europe, the prevailing system, except among the Celts, may be characterised as one of feudal tenure tempered by customary law; i.e., the leading idea was service to a chief who distributed the land at his will, and could confiscate it if his claims for service were not satisfied, the idea of personal ownership being entirely absent. Amongst the Celts, however, a system of village ownership existed alongside of the clan leader, clan chieftainship as such conferring no control over land, and the same mixture of his pressure may have existed in part among the early German tribes.

In the long procession throughout the centuries "from status to contract" as the feudal idea gradually waned, and the conceptions of Roman law were carried all over Western Europe by wandering students, the Latin term of servus and servitus (mine and thine) became increasingly applied to land, while side by side with this went the industrial development by which the serf, retainer, family servant, mercantile apprentice, etc., gave place to the contract worker, and ultimately to wage slavery in general. Along with these dual developments, and necessary to their mutual rela—

* See the "Ancient Coutumier de Normandie."
tions, went the extension and perfecting of the modern money system. (See The New Order, pp. 5-6.)

The rapid increase of commerce meanwhile engendered the Mercantile Theory, summed up by practical economists in the trade maxim: “Buy in the cheapest and sell in the dearest market”—i.e., get as much for as little as you can—and its spirit by degrees infected the land system, where, being applied from above downwards, it is reduced to its last pitch of tragic absurdity in the case of the impoverished landsman, whether Irish peasant, Scotch crofter, or Indian ryot, who finds himself confronted with the demand to pay away in rent or taxes, or both, his actual means of subsistence, more or less. This goads the victim to revolt, the theory of free contract (in a non-free environment) breaks down, and a reaction sets in whereby, as in recent years, the relative rights and powers as between landlord and tenant have been changed, the latter gaining facility of tenure at the expense of the former, or compensation for improvements, if disturbed.

It has been reserved for a later school of scientific thinkers in the West to perceive—what the Slow and some Asiatic races seem never wholly to have lost sight of—that the application of the mine and rhine rule to land is an absurdity in itself, since Nature does not enclose within metes and bounds just those products which must be combined to form a diet, whether for man or animal, on a given spot where he stands. On the contrary, they must be sought for and conquered, whether by spade or by tooth and claw, over the whole range of the habitat. Yet the tie that links man to the land he must consume for his subsistence is none the less binding and imperious on account of this diffusion of the several products over a wider area than he can or should enclose for his own private use. It is the one fundamental social necessity which none can evade. His health, if not his life, in fact, depends upon it.

II. THE UNTAXED SURVIVALS MINIMUM.

From the blend of these two natural laws, the inevitable subsistence minimum and the wide diffusion of its component parts, are developed the basic principles of land tenure in the New Order, as follows:

1. The area of subsistence is definable by reference to scientific standards.
2. This area can never be made subject to rent or taxation.
3. It can never be allotted in the form of single plots, but must be cultivated in free organisation by groups.

In regard to the second of these principles, it need not be taken to imply that either groups or individuals are obliged by the Theory of the New Order to become tax resisters or rent resisters in the ordinary sense. It is true only in respect of the land tenure within the group, under present circumstances, though ultimately it should be of universal application (as natural laws are) when the principles and practice of the New Order have spread throughout the hemispheres. Thus: “The rights and duties and obligations of the enactors of the New Order recog- nise amongst themselves must be clearly distin- guished from those common obligations which their relations with the old order compel them to assume together towards it. The immediate practical ad- justment of the latter would differ according to personal or collective predilections, and to the existing conditions under which the different groups hold their land—e.g., whether they buy or rent it, in whole or in part. To meet the landlord’s or rate collector’s point of view, certain individuals will, no doubt, be rated or rented, as neither of these two gentlemen can reasonably be expected to recognise the joint method of cultivation involved in the scientific rotation of crops as practised in the group, but these selected individuals, in each group at their back, will be recouped through the medium of the accounts or New Money system (see The New Money, Tract No. 3).

In order to determine the extent of the minimum area of subsistence, recourse can be had to the results obtained by doctors, food specialists, and land experts, in countless experiments with rations and crops.

In relation to the third principle, a three-fold necessity is involved in the common cultivation of the subsistence area by the group: (1) The wide diffusion, above referred to, of the products needed, to form a complete diet; (2) the necessity for scientific rotations of crops to obtain the best results from the land; and (3) men’s innate social instinct which tends to avoid isolation operating through the free exchange system (see Tract 3, The New Money). Here also the natural and the human are brought into harmony in the New Order.

The land tenure of such land as may be used communally by the group for baths, wash-houses, stores, schools, etc., will be governed by the reason- ing already applied in the case of land co-operatively cultivated for food—i.e., selected individuals, preferably trustees, appointed by the group, may be set up as holders of the land for them in order to satisfy the landlord or the tax collector, the burden of the rent or taxes being distributed over the group by means of the new exchange system.

(See Tract No. 3)

While in principle the law of the untaxed mini- mum area of subsistence governs the group from the outset, being a physiological necessity and not subject to revision from time to time, all land over and above that minimum will be held as from the group, questions of rent, occupation, etc., being determined by free concert as required. The syndicates of action described in the New Parliament (Tract No. 2) will be available for arriving at and recording decisions, and the rent payable by individuals or sub-groups can be reckoned in terms of the new money, or translated into terms of the old money, according to convenience by the methods described in Tract No. 3. For the sake of clearness, however, two or three specific illus- trations may be given here.

All the cases assume that the group controls a surplus area over and above the untaxed subsis- tence minimum of its members, as well as what is necessary for housing, common buildings, etc., where the new sense or art of free organisation can be practised by the aid of the new money system in any one of the following ways:

1. Supposing A wishes to take up land to grow the material for his own clothing. After he has obtained the group’s consent, he will pay, in terms of the new money, for the area of land he

* The estimates relied on by the authors of the New Order for both aspects of this problem give one-third acre per adult, and this figure is assumed to be correct for the purposes of this series. The average time required to work this area is reckoned from similar experiments to be an hour a day.
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securities. This payment being in the form of work-time (see Tract No. 3), the nature of the work will be determined by reference to the organising syndicate of group services. The amount of rent payable may be fixed by the ratio between the third of an acre and the hour a day in working the subsistence area, but as the result of experience it may be necessary to change the rates from time to time that the group services made be efficiently maintained.

2. Next B and C, inspired by A's example, and eager to practise free organisation, take up land with him, and they co-operate in the production of their own clothing. All the three now pay rent to the group, as in the case of A alone.

3. Let us now suppose that A, B, and C, being admired for the beauty of their clothing, are approached by D, E, and F, who ask if they will produce for them also. Agreeing to do this, A, B, and C rent more land from the group accordingly, and complete this transaction by charging D, E, and F a price which is made up of the work-time paid in rent and that devoted to production. These simple cases must stand as typical of all similar transactions.

4. While the money world continues, the group will need coin money for many purposes, and amongst its members there will be some people earning and some owning money. Here it is possible for the ordinary terms of tenure, payable in the old money, to be arranged between the group and the member—say G—for a strictly limited period, and for specified uses. This can happen but rarely, since the Theory inspires the group to keep their land, as much as possible, sacred to experiments in the new form of organisation and exchange, as well as to hold a reserve for prospective comers. Members with means can probably find better methods of supplying the group needs in coin of the realm than that of paying rent on the old money terms.

III. SECURITY WITH MOBILITY.

The fundamental basis of the new land tenure is designed to make each man free, since no tyrant can actually coerce him so long as his food supply, so to speak, goes with him, which means that if he is obliged to remain where his food is grown, this freedom may be of very little use to him, for he may experience all sorts of practical difficulties in supplying his other needs from that centre. For this very reason it is eminently desirable rather to start several small groups near large industrial centres—i.e., under civilised or old world conditions—than to concentrate all the free organisers in a large group in one place where this difficulty might be acutely felt. This would mean that any member of a group could pass to any other group where more congenial work might be procurable for him inside the group or outside. His food supply, so to speak, goes with him, which means that by the aid of the new money (see Tract 3) his credit, as it determines the make-up of the group, will avail him equally in the group to which he goes. In other words, if he has not yet worked out his full number of hours, equivalent to the production of his subsistence minimum, he can do so on the land of the new group; if he has already worked it out before he removes, he has earned his supply in advance for the rest of the term, and has a claim on the combined resources of the group thereafter.

The importance of this social result, in combining food security with freedom of movement from place to place, can hardly be over-estimated, and it follows from this that funds devoted to the New Order should not be wholly sunk in land, buildings, and tools, but should partly be applied for securing convenient modes of communication and transport between group and group by purchasing or making bicycles, motors, steam waggons, aeroplanes, etc. In its further development, this would naturally apply equally to international groups.

In a secondary sense, it will readily be seen that a man's freedom is constantly enhanced step by step, in proportion as he can supply his needs on and from the land of the group, this enabling him to escape more and more from the tyranny of the old commercial system, and the new land tenure here comes to his aid by allowing him to pay his rent for land so taken up in the new money (see Tract 3), which he makes himself and which requires no minting.

IV. THE AGE OF RESPONSIBILITY.

It must not be forgotten that the primary factor which governs the whole of the new land system is that every adult, man or woman, on attaining the age of responsibility, becomes by that very fact a landholder (yet not by metes and bounds) to the extent of one-third of an acre with fixity of tenure in the sense above described—i.e., that he may hold the land he needs in any group or at least he eats its products—by virtue of his having contributed his allotted hour of time to the group service. The peculiar form of land title to this area which he acquires on becoming an adult will necessarily be upon quite new lines. Thus a department of experts (call it, perhaps, the land record office) will receive from him his education certificates showing his degree of progress, and by comparing these with his weight and food consumption—guided by standards long since worked out by scientists—will determine for him and his parents, and for the benefit of the rest, the precise time at which he may enter into full adult responsibility. Up to this time, as will be seen, in Tract 6, The New Education, his work on the land, or elsewhere, will be arranged by consultation with his teachers, as well as with his parents, the latter remaining responsible to the group for the production of his food supply. The amount of time he spends upon the land while under age will depend upon the rapidity with which he acquires that all-round practical skill and scientific knowledge of the production of human food, which is the irreducible minimum of education under the new system. Equipped for life with this inalienable land title, the free organiser stands, if he so wills, secure from all human mastery through this one basic revolution. The hunger rule becomes for ever impossible, in the New Order, for child or adult. For man or woman, and the human spirit is freed for the working of its higher destinies.
Correspondence.

Note to Correspondents.—While quite willing to publish letters under nom de plume, we make it a condition of publication that the name and address of each correspondent should be supplied to the editor.—ED.

CHIVALRY.

To the Editor of The Freewoman.

MADAM,—The position in your “Topics” is clear, and amazing. You believe literally that a man is called upon to commit suicide if he is the “scapegoat of fate”—if he is mainly responsible for remissness that has resulted in casualty of human lives. And you add: “That should be the verdict of every one, but it horrifies a part of us.” But, if, however, Mr. Ismay had committed suicide, his action would have “horrified a part in us.” Everyone would have said: “He killed himself because he was afraid to face the music.”

“God requires of us no sacrifice.” Otherwise few would be left alive. We are all of us “scapegoats of fate.” Who more so than Mr. Ismay or the White Star directors, of whom (for the writing is American) has sent me an anonymous postcard libelling Mr. Ismay with inane words? In no case can the doctrine of “hāri kari,” I beseech you to reconsider.

I am loth to dissent from you. There is not among all your readers one who is more grateful to you for your magnificent “New Morality” Articles, which attain “the highest order of art.” But, as the saying goes, “nothing good can come from the globy sea on which she stands.”

May 2nd, 1912.

PRAISE AND BLAME.

To the Editor of The Freewoman.

MADAM,—Amazing as it must seem to you, I, too, would join with Mr. Visiak in his protest against the cruel attack on Mr. Bruce Ismay. To me nothing has been more painful in connection with this great disaster than the vindictive virulence with which large numbers of the community have sought for a scapegoat, absurdly in their search all knowledge or facts, to play. They, at any rate, have shown none of the “chivalry” which they profess to admire.

The more painful to you and me, that you apportion the responsibility for the loss of the Titanic. If anyone should be deliberately drowned for this disaster it is certainly that Mr. Ismay, both as the White Star director, but the Board of Trade. Two methods of obtaining safety at sea are possible; either leave the shipowners free to provide security, and to bear the blame if they fail; or have a public authority regulating the matter. In that case, it becomes absurd to blame shipowners who have more than fulfilled these regulations. In their bearing, perhaps, the public a little also for its supineness.

Those who are now, with all the absoluteness of the Day of Judgment, but with none of its knowledge, engaged in dividing between the goats from the heroes and the cowards, decide on the principle that life is always preferable to death; therefore it must be braver to die than to live. That is always so, as even the story of the Titanic shows. It was the duty of the captain to remain on the bridge till his ship sank, but when we learn that afterwards Capt. Smith refused an offer of rescue, we know that even the voice of censure—and censure it surely must bear the blame if they fail; or have, as we have, a public authority regulating the matter. That would seem there must be—speaks more softly by the harness, and tries to correct it, the watchful governor. For example, if the nursery pony-cart is brought up to be helpless of saving women first. To me that course seems only inelastic and that a breath almost would shiver it to a thousand fragments, people surround it for the most part with a commonplace foot rules in current use; that is why we would all do well to remember the warning, “Judge not that ye be not judged.”

[2] To hold that from a ship which sank with over 1,500 people aboard there was no one (save Mr. Ismay) to occupy a seat in the boat to us is as incomprehensible as to say two and two make five. It boggles intelligence, and we cannot argue it, but (2) supposing there was no one to get in the boat because the multitude did not realise the danger, who, save the Captain and Mr. Ismay, was responsible for lack of knowledge. Knowing the extent of the danger, and knowing that the rest were largely ignorant of that extent, for the President of the Line to take the place of safety, to come ashore, and have the effrontery to blame the statement that there was no one else to be saved (on that deck!) makes one reel. Where were the fifteen hundred, including the children, that this seat was then begging? It was the duty of the correspondent as to the persons responsible. Surely the people who plan the ship, and accept passen­gers’ money, to give them the means of saving, are the people who should keep the Board of Trade up to scratch. Who knows but they themselves? Not the Board of Trade, and not the general public. How much more work is the general public going to have thrown upon it? We shall find it impossible to live, if we are to be buried with responsibility for efficiency among the companies. If we are, through the Board of Trade, to bear the responsibility, then we should rightly appropriate the ships, and draw the profits of the company, as, evidently, the cruisers of the White Star line have an office, save to exploit the travelling public, take their money, receive praise when it is forthcoming, and dodge blame behind a parliamentary body when such a disaster as the loss of the Titanic is directly traced home to their management. The Board of Trade, in the circumstances, is merely a sheltering-horse for the Yellow Press, and we would say: “They say! . . . What say they? Let them say!” It was an affair for a man to set up in his own soul.—ED.]

SAVING WOMEN FIRST.

To the Editor of The Freewoman.

MADAM,—Mr. Nello asks us to say whether we approve of saving women first. To me that course seems only fair so long as a “rightous” motive towards destiny, not knowledge of resource. For example, if the nursery pony-cart is going out, and little Mary sees something wrong with the harness, and tries to correct it, the watchful governor will say, “No, dear let your brother do that,” and the possibly slower Tommy at once receives a useful lesson in the mystery of straps and buckles.

The mere imposition of conventional female clothing is also such a handicap on women that those who insist on it are simply bound to save women who have been made unable to save themselves. That is of course, no doubt that the senseless scheme of women’s attire is by the wish of men—witness the dislike shown towards those women who endeavour to adopt any form of rational dress, and the howling of the feminine hysterics in which the Yellow Press of America has been indulging; it would have then been declared that he committed suicide deliberately from fear of an inquiry; and the souls of men, their actions, and their motives at such crises are far too complex to be measured by the commonplace under noms de plume, we make it a condition of publication that the name and address of each correspondent should be supplied to the editor.—ED.
Religion, I am more than ever convinced that little in the way of sense is to be expected from a man when religion is his theme.

Revelation has had its day. But traditional prejudice and a plébiscite of ghost stories makes it die hard. Yet it is significant (a womanly profession is at present more gullible than men) that ministers complain of their pews being filled with women’s hats and babies’ bonnets, and their collection bags with halfpence. Men are, in the natural course of things, just drooping the church if the nursery, which he will grow out of as he attains to years of discretion.

I was puzzled at first to read that “He who thinks he has God says, ‘I like to have the matter brought down to a simple proposition, to be either asserted or denied.’ It is double-talk meant to be ironical, but, as a matter of fact, it states the truth very accurately, and makes our point quite clear. There is little use in argument when there is lacking a fundamental basis of agreement. It would, perhaps, give our correspondent a clue to the meaning of the sentences she found so puzzling (and incidentally drag in Authority—beloved of the scientific mind) if we quoted a phrase from Bergson. “Suppose,” he says, “suppose physics are just psychics inverted.” Just suppose!—ED.

Our correspondent, we think, rather happily illustrates our argument. Like so many others, being unacquainted with the religious sense, she scouts round tilting at irrelevant arguments. We welcome, however, the remark, “The Woman Question is up, and will not down.”

On some occasions, truth will out. To begin with, I am not a “sweet woman,” nor a “charming woman,” nor a “clever woman.” I am not even such a “nice woman.” In little more than twelve months I have been threatened with the law courts by three men for speaking out against this dear, sweet, charming, nice woman,” and “clever women” are too clever to encounter such hard things. I cannot even claim to be “a womanly woman.” Possibly your readers will class me with “the sexually deficient and disappointed” “compulsors”—impervious to facts and logic, and deeply ignorant of the sparrow’s flight.

It will not concern me—for the sense of humour is ineradicable, and there is a curious inclination to laugh at the way your correspondents abuse those who are not in line with their own views.

There is a girl friend of mine—a joy to me and a promise of the future—who often says, “I’m sure there’s something make-up in my make-up”; maybe she is “undersexed,” and that’s why she is such a jolly creature.

Another girl friend says she is “sick of this sex question.” So am I. She has my deepest sympathy, for I have passed through all these phases of life. I was puzzled at first to read that “He who thinks he has God says, ‘I like to have the matter brought down to a simple proposition, to be either asserted or denied.’ It is double-talk meant to be ironical, but, as a matter of fact, it states the truth very accurately, and makes our point quite clear. There is little use in argument when there is lacking a fundamental basis of agreement. It would, perhaps, give our correspondent a clue to the meaning of the sentences she found so puzzling (and incidentally drag in Authority—beloved of the scientific mind) if we quoted a phrase from Bergson. “Suppose,” he says, “suppose physics are just psychics inverted.” Just suppose!—ED.

HOBBLING MINDS.

To the Editor of THE FREEWOMAN.

MADAM—I have been interested in being introduced to your paper—one more token of the truth of the saying, “The Woman Question is up, and will not down.”

I am not a “sweet woman,” nor a “charming woman,” nor a “clever woman.” I am not even such a “nice woman.” In little more than twelve months I have been threatened with the law courts by three men for speaking out against this dear, sweet, charming, nice woman,” and “clever women” are too clever to encounter such hard things. I cannot even claim to be “a womanly woman.” Possibly your readers will class me with “the sexually deficient and disappointed” “compulsors”—impervious to facts and logic, and deeply ignorant of the sparrow’s flight.

It will not concern me—for the sense of humour is ineradicable, and there is a curious inclination to laugh at the way your correspondents abuse those who are not in line with their own views.

There is a girl friend of mine—a joy to me and a promise of the future—who often says, “I’m sure there’s something make-up in my make-up”; maybe she is “undersexed,” and that’s why she is such a jolly creature.

Another girl friend says she is “sick of this sex question.” So am I. She has my deepest sympathy, for I have passed through all these phases of life.

It is absolutely certain that each Ego has to work out the matter for itself, and no amount of legislation will touch the fringe of it.

For ages, sex and specialisation in sex has been curbed humanity. Cleopatra, who stands (rightly or wrongly) as the type of the “fallen woman,” luring the world’s “Great Men” to their ruin—to the present day, when a man attributes a young friend’s ruin “under the influence of those beauties,” and would secure the man from possible harm by legislating the matter, “giving out licences as they do to publicans.”

I have passed the period of being pained or infuriated by the callousness of all this. It is like a child playing with destructive forces, and neither seeing nor caring about the issue.

A man I know writes with profoundest conviction in a preface to a book of poems bearing the date 1893:

“Man and woman are fellow-slaves. They are not only slaves to each other; they are also fettered, sometimes even crushed, by a still more remorseless slavery—the slavery of Fate or of God.”

“Both man and woman are simply agents of the immense Cosmic Power which has worked through them from the very earliest dawn of sex.”

And he follows the argument until he ends by saying, “It is not man who ought to ask forgiveness of God, but rather ‘God’ (i.e., the ultimate world power), who, as the creator and sustainer of evil, ought to seek to forgive man.”

And refers to the latter as “crucified,” mutually imposed, each upon each, “and of both by the crucified” mark the significance.

These admissions from a man, who has written volumes in praise of sex-love, should win our serious attention. If, as he says, man and woman (Humanity) has been “crucified” all down the ages by this power, conceived of as “God”—slavishly obeyed as “God”—cringed to as the arbiter and director of human destiny.

If, further, man can awaken to the need of that power to “ask forgiveness” of the Humanity it has “crucified,” does not that argue the power beyond sex, which calls up
this sex-god to judgment, and bids "him" bend before a power that was before "the dawn of sex," and which will continue to exist when sex-consciousness no longer damns a doomed world.

Well, let those who choose "protest with their utmost energies against the cruel stupidity which would enforce complete abstinence, and I do not find it necessary to call any "energy" to "protest" against "enforced sexual abstinence." The simple fact is that nobody can "enforce abstinence," any more than we can anyone. "from the sexual evil."

You "cannot cross a bridge till you come to it," and when the Ego returns to its "normal" consciousness—the consciousness of itself as the ultimate Divine Origin wherein masculine and feminine no longer exist as separate consciousness. There is no power on earth—nor in the hell, that sex-consciousness has created—which can "enforce abstinence." What the Ego then does is to come upon the path it has followed to the end—she glad end! It has been said that "the greatest of the illusions is sex," and it is "the last to be obliterated.

That may be so. A time may come, in future ages, when the incarnating Ego will create for itself a material body from the earth's elements, and so be independent of any parental assistance in procuring a vehicle for manifestation on this planet.

When the necessity for sexual union on the physical plane has been removed, there will be no possible justification remaining for its continuance—what bond will unite us if we have based our union on the physical? Therefore, I say, be done with it. We have made of it our own．

"Hibernian" struck the true note! Oh! ye gods! How that "full, vivid, ecstatic life" calls us! A life free from the awful alternations between "pleasure" and agony! a life which brings ever a new joy, and which adds no sorrow thereto! Life—expanding and ever-expanding, till no door is closed, no road barred to bliss and joy unspeakable! We are not "undersexed"! Perhaps we who are "undersexed" are the balance on the wheel of life—lest over-specialisation in sex end in the total destruction of the Hope of the Future.

And here a voice says, "What about twin souls?" At first I did not know! I do know now. I know. If it be true (and it may be true) that a special relation exists between two Egos, exclusive and complete, then I am morally certain those two, who have found "the Perfect Love" have nothing but happiness in store. But I do insistently hate the sexual act itself, and which adds no sorrow thereto! Life—expanding and ever-expanding, till no door is closed, no road barred to bliss and joy unspeakable! We are not "undersexed"! Perhaps we who are "undersexed" are the balance on the wheel of life—lest over-specialisation in sex end in the total destruction of the Hope of the Future.

"A Deficient and Disappointed Woman." May 1912, 1912. © ® ®
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To the Editor of THE FREEWOMAN.

Madame,—Instead of reading the critics I went to see the most picturesque in the proper way,—in ignorance, to see if the new language could tell its own story. I took the precaution of not buying a catalogue until afterwards, as to imbibe without explanation is the only test. I wish pictures were always labelled with the artists' names, for it is so irritating in one's search for them to come upon a little old lady who has been maltreated by the painter. I had a fair chance of telling in his own medium. If a handbook is more comprehensive than the exhibition, why not just issue handbooks instead of catalogues? Since then I have read a good deal about Futurism, and it seems to me that in most criticism a point which matters has been missed; that though they may object to its exponents, none of whom is a Ganguin or a Van Gogh, or anything at all world-shaking, its principles are a perfectly legitimate development of accepted beliefs.

Once admit the subjectiveness of art, and the admission may carry you anywhere. It must carry you just as far to the brutal artist as it does to the saint. Perhaps, however, Mr. Schvan's finest stroke of unconscious humour is to be found in the following passage:

"To exact taxes for the education of other people's children is ridiculously unfair, and puts the welfare of the community under the charge of a soul. Who is that soul? Is he then, a reactionary, or merely antediluvian?"

Let him and his "dull and gloomy" friends look to their own house. Let them heart the following passage from the writings of that past-master of subtle humour, G. Meredith: "If you believe that our civilization is founded in common sense (and it is the first condition of sanity to believe it) you will, when contemplating men, discern a Spirit over head. . . . You must, as I have said, believe that our state of society is founded in common sense, otherwise you will not be struck by the contrats the comic spirit perceives, or have it to look to for your consolation. You will, in fact, be standing under that noble radiant light, yourself illuminated to the general eye as the very object of chase and doomed quarry of the thing obscure to you."

"But to return to the article, or rather to the sentence in which I began. I have not touched the highest! Enthusiasts on their crosses and the source of life is—here we agree with Mr. Schvan—Love.

"Perhaps, however, Mr. Schvan's finest stroke of unconscious humour is to be found in the following passage:

"To exact taxes for the education of other people's children is ridiculously unfair, and puts the welfare of the community under the charge of a soul. Who is that soul? Is he then, a reactionary, or merely antediluvian?"

Let him and his "dull and gloomy" friends look to their own house. Let them heart the following passage from the writings of that past-master of subtle humour, G. Meredith: "If you believe that our civilization is founded in common sense (and it is the first condition of sanity to believe it) you will, when contemplating men, discern a Spirit over head. . . . You must, as I have said, believe that our state of society is founded in common sense, otherwise you will not be struck by the contrats the comic spirit perceives, or have it to look to for your consolation. You will, in fact, be standing under that noble radiant light, yourself illuminated to the general eye as the very object of chase and doomed quarry of the thing obscure to you."

"But to return to the article, or rather to the sentence in which I began. I have not touched the highest! Enthusiasts on their crosses and"

...
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the endowment of motherhood on the grounds that mothers are the natural guardians of the young. The editor of the Free Woman emphasises the fact that a woman is a human individual as well as a parent, and so pleads for unhampered opportunity for her, as well; the various correspondents present widely diverging views. But whether the single exception, they all want the present status of women altered. Thank Heaven for that.

But for some reason, one person speaks a definite word for improving the status of men, to indicate a plan for widening their opportunities, and relieving the narrowness and birdness of their lives also. And this I should have had the pleasure of expressing had I been one of men themselves, but only cared for the future of women and children; indeed, it would be necessary for the men to get the maximum of freedom, in which she could bear children for her own ends, seeking no aid from anyone, is a perfectly natural reaction for one that has been cramped and strangled. It may be helpful—even necessary—for some women like her to boldly and suddenly toss custom overboard and work out their own salvation according to the plan of Dr. Howard Burleigh (in her letter to The Free Woman of March 2nd), who says: "Only the women who are courageous enough to bear and rear healthy-minded and healthy-bodied illegitimate children, and to educate them so that the jeers of semi-civilised society only rouse their pitying contempt, will really assume that our various social regeneration schemes have been for consumption primarily and not for profit primarily, that production is for consumption primarily and not for profit primarily, that the parasitic class—both men and women—has died unfair share of labour, because they have to bear the burden of attaining man to the family." Very

To THE EDITOR OF THE FREEWOMAN.

MARY WARE DENNETT.

May 9, 1912

The Free Woman

The information contained in this book ought to be known by every married woman, and it will not harm the unmarried to read. The book can be bought for five cents, and if we look forward to a much modified future home life, if child-rearing should be seen as an opportunity for parents instead of one; it would give the mothers the surest guarantee in all history for deepening and glorifying their own character, and for founding a truly glorious and healthy society. Moreover, it would be a proof of the only chivalry Free-women will ever care for.

A BOOK FOR MARRIED WOMEN.

By DR. ALLINSON.

The book is correct. (We really do not know! The misdeed belongs to the category of perversity things in print which lie doctril on sheets in proof sheets. The maximum of information missed is irreparable air from the pages of the copy bought at a bookstall. The quotation, for such a small one, is heavily
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"Look not thou down, but up! To use a cup,--" PEDANT.

MARY WARE DENNETT.

National American Woman Suffrage Association, 905, Fifth Avenue, New York, April 17th, 1912.

RABBI BEN EZRA.

To the Editor of THE FREEWOMAN.

MADAM,—O! O! How could you! On page 454 of your last issue you quote Rabbi Ben Ezra excentricating amiss.
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